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Covid-19 Vaccinations
Are Our Best Path to Normal
Access North is continuing our partnership
with MDH as a Covid Community
Coordinator in 2021. As Covid-19 variants
continue to emerge around the world and
here in the United States, vaccinations
remain our best tool to a safe and healthy
future! Getting to herd immunity and
stopping the spread of Covid-19 will
require at least 70% of our population
getting vaccinated. To date, over 150
million people have safely received their vaccinations in the United
States. Scientists around the world agree, FDA approved vaccinations
are extremely effective (95%+) and are saving lives….the lives of your
family, friends and neighbors! Vaccines have played a large role in
keeping us safe since the turn of the century. Vaccinations have
routinely saved millions & millions of lives from polio, tetanus, measles,
mumps, chickenpox, hepatitis B, hepatitis A, rubella, whooping cough
and so many more! Vaccinations save lives!
Please help us get back to normal, protect your loved ones, support our
local businesses and stop the spread of Covid-19.

Access North Has Grant Dollars
t! o Help You Remain in Your Home

Access North will once again be focusing on providing ramp, home
modification and assistive technology projects that will help seniors age
in place and stay safe in their homes throughout northeastern
Minnesota. We are now accepting applications from seniors (65+) for
these projects that can be provided at no cost to eligible seniors because
of this grant funding! These projects can help improve an accessible
entrance and enhanced accessibility throughout the home through the
use of grab bars, handrails, exterior accessible ramps, bathtub cuts and
so much more!

Call to see if you qualify!
To get more information please give
us a call at (800) 390-3681.
Projects will go fast!

Access North is deeply appreciative and would like to
thank the State, County and foundational support received
over the past year! Your support allows us to make a
difference for many people across northeastern Minnesota!
The Hibbing Foundation
St. Louis County
The State of Minnesota
Fixing the broken system of PCA
reimbursement must be a statewide
priority. If nothing is done to
correct the current PCA
reimbursement by State leadership
or the legislative body there will be
catastrophic impacts on service
providers, PCAs and the consumers
that are reliant upon these
important community-based
supports.
We continue to caution policy makers that passing significant wage and
benefit increases without an adequate increase in state reimbursement
rates could lead to the collapse of the PCA program.
We need:
1. a robust system of community-based PCA services to meet the
needs of people with disabilities.
2. we need a living wage for PCAs
3. we need adequate reimbursement rates for PCA providers to cover
nursing salaries, Medicaid billers, payroll clerks, background
checks, insurance costs… customary business expenses!
Please support PCA Rate Reform legislation: SF 497, Utke, HF

663, Lippert

What is the difference?
PCA Choice Program vs. Traditional PCA Program
-----Access North has been
providing PCA Choice services
for over 35 years to our
Consumers in northern
Minnesota. However, there
continues to be an
overwhelming need for people with disabilities and seniors to remain
independent with care and support in their homes. Recognizing these
needs, Access North is now in the process of expanding our services to
provide a Traditional Personal Care Assistance Program.
-----As we have been developing this new program many have asked
"What is the difference in these two programs? The good news is both
programs help people with disabilities and seniors stay independent in
their homes.
-----However, the major difference between a PCA Choice Program and a
Traditional Program is that a Choice Program is "Consumer Driven"
meaning the Consumer brings a potential PCA to work for them to the
Agency, then assuming that the PCA can complete the State and Agency
requirements to be a PCA, including passing a background check, Access
North will hire, and pay, the PCA for the Consumer but the Consumer will
be responsible for training, scheduling, and supervising the PCA in
coordination with the Agency.
-----Now in adding in a Traditional Program the Agency will be
responsible to find, hire, train, schedule, assign, and supervise, the PCA's
to provide care to Consumers in need. Further, Access North will
be building a bank of PCA's that can work for multiple Consumers when
needed.
-----In closing, opening a Traditional PCA program will have no effect on
our current PCA Choice Program but will allow us to assist more
Consumers in maintaining their independence and enhance their quality
of Life.
– Cathy Baudeck, PCA Program Manager - Hibbing

Individual and Systems Advocacy
Explained
-----Often times when we are presenting
our 5 core services we get questions
around Individual and Systems
Advocacy. What does that mean? Well
today we want to highlight this core
service to help you understand exactly
what it means! We will do this by
identifying the three types of Advocacy:
Systems Advocacy, Individual Advocacy
and Self-Advocacy.
Systems Advocacy
Systems Advocacy, simply stated, means
speaking up on issues that matter to
individuals with disabilities. Systems
Advocacy can be done at a local, state or
federal level. CILs have been involved in
influencing and changing systems to
improve the quality of lives of persons with disabilities since the Civil
Rights Movement. To this day, CIL Staff stay involved in our communities
- giving individuals with disabilities a seat at the table. It is incredibly
important for individuals with disabilities to be represented across the
board, but especially in services that affect us directly. In these
situations, nothing should be decided for persons with disabilities without
persons with disabilities present. Nothing about us without us!
There are three important pieces of legislation resulting from systems
advocacy efforts of individuals with disabilities over the years:
The Rehabilitation Act or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act was the first legislative effort specifically mentioning the rights
of persons with disabilities. This law protects persons with
disabilities in public programs and services, including fair
housing. Any entity who receives federal funding is subject to
follow the Rehab Act.
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
guarantees all children with disabilities receive free and appropriate
education in the least restrictive environment possible. IDEA also
provides funding for state education systems to have access to
what is needed to meet the needs of their students. The IDEA was
the law that required each student with a disability who needed an
Individual Education Plan (IEP) have access to one. Students who
are not eligible for an IEP but need extra help might be on a
different plan called a “504 plan”. You guessed it, that law falls
under Section 504 of the Rehab Act because public schools receive
federal funding.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is the most exciting
piece of legislation to date. This act protects individuals with
disabilities against discrimination. The ADA has 5 different titles
protecting the rights of individuals with disabilities in many
different settings. The 5 titles include; Employment, State and
Local Government, Public Transportation, Public Accommodation
and Telecommunications. It’s been just about 31 years since the
adoption of the ADA into law but we still need advocates working at
a system level to protect these rights and develop the laws to make
them even better. One thing that we’ve all noticed is that
accessibility can be a benefit to everyone. Instead of looking at
widen paved trail specifically for someone who uses a mobility
device, we realize it’s also good for moms pushing strollers or kids
riding bikes. It has opened up a concept called universal design what’s good for one can be good for all!
Individual Advocacy
Individual Advocacy means concentrating advocacy efforts for just one
person or a small group of people - including services that help represent
the rights of a person with a disability by addressing issues of
discrimination, abuse or neglect. This type of advocacy can be formal,
such as working with your employer on a reasonable accommodation
request. Individual advocacy can be informal as well, for example,
helping a consumer share their needs, wants and goals with an
unsupportive family member. CIL staff are often able to advocate for
consumers individually, BUT the best way to promote individual advocacy
is to help you build your own set of self-advocacy skills!
Self-Advocacy
Self-Advocacy focuses on a specific individual’s ability to effectively
communicate their own interests, wants, desires, needs and rights. It is
building a set of skills that help you not only identify your personal goals,
but knowing your legal rights and responsibilities. Basically, it means just
speaking up for yourself. Watch our Groups and Classes list, we often
offer a Self-Advocacy classes! We can also help individuals one on one to
learn self-advocacy skills.
Self-Advocacy is a concept to promote civil rights it’s not another
“program”.
Self-Advocacy is speaking up for issues and rights that are
important, not people sitting around complaining. Self-advocacy is
working to change the issue not put the responsibility on someone
else!
Self-Advocacy is knowing your rights and strengths.
Self-Advocacy is taking risks and trying new things. It’s about
having the ability to make mistakes and learn from them.
Self-Advocacy is being a part of your community and going after
your dreams.
Self-Advocacy is managing your emotions so you can convey what
you want others to hear.
Self-Advocacy is feeling the power and independence of making
decisions for yourself!
To learn more about Individual and Systems Advocacy reach out to our
Independent Living team!
– Amanda Crosby, Independent Living Coordinator - Duluth

ADA 31st Anniversary:
Celebrating Resilience!
Mark your calendars
and save the date
for a virtual
ADA 31st Anniversary Event
July 26, 2021
-----Celebration and inspiration rule the
day as we mark the 31st Anniversary of
the ADA. This free, online event will
feature an afternoon of informative,
engaging, and entertaining speakers and performances from across our
state. Duluth Mayor Emily Larson will welcome attendees and share ways
the Zenith City of the north is working to ensure greater accessibility for
all its residents and visitors. NAMI Minnesota’s Executive Director, Sue
Abderholden, will reflect on ways the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted
people with disabilities and the resilience shown by so many in these
challenging times. Peter Berg, Project Manager with the Great Lakes ADA
Center, will discuss the transformation to teleworking as a vital
accessibility accommodation during the pandemic. And the BOLD-choice
Theater Company will share a message of acceptance, diversity, and
personal pride through a poignant theatrical performance.
-----This virtual event is free, open to the public, and will offer audio
descriptions, ASL, and CART and provide other accommodations as
requested.
-----Additional presenters to be announced shortly. For updates and
more details, visit CelebrateADAMN.com and the Event Facebook
Page.
-----Thank you to the ADA 31st Anniversary Planning Committee
members for their work and dedication in making this event possible.

Welcome Kiri Basore to our
! enefits and Planning Services Team!!
B
-----I am very excited to join the team! I
have spent my entire adult career working
with people with disabilities and have
found such fulfillment in helping others.
Assisting people in meeting their needs,
providing them with crucial information,
options, and helping them lead their paths
to the life they want are all important
steps in the process. I have been with
Access North for almost 3 years and I am
proud to be a part of such an amazing
organization with so many services offered
to the disability community of NE
Minnesota. With that, I am looking forward
to taking on my new skills I’ve acquired
through my Benefits and Planning Coach
training and certification. Being able to assist people with their financial
and benefit knowledge, and showing them the comparatives to benefits
and working will be a new responsibility I’m excited to help with. I look
forward to working with individuals and members of the community who
assist in the benefits planning process in the future!
-----In partnership with MN DEED VRS (Vocational Rehabilitation
Services) Access North is able to provide benefits planning and financial
education to qualified individuals who are considering
employment. There are many misconceptions on how work affects
benefits. There is also a real fear that individuals may lose needed
benefits, such as health care, when earning employment income. In
addition, many individuals with disabilities who receive public benefits
live in poverty. Employment is a way out of poverty! With benefits and
planning we have found that in almost all cases individuals have more
income and can “get ahead” while working.
-----We understand it can be overwhelming to maneuver thorough all of
the options available to you. We also understand that people with
disabilities often have a lot more to consider than their social security
payments. That’s why our benefits and planning team helps you navigate
health insurance, housing costs, county benefits and more. Access North
has a Certified Work Incentives Coordinator (CWIC) and two Benefits
Coaches on staff.
-----For those who are not working with VRS but still need this service
check out the DB101 website at db101.org or call the Disability HUB at
1-866-333-2466. DB101 is designed to educate and help understand
how benefits and employment work together. Benefits Planners are
available by request via phone call or the chat option on db101.org.
Making informed choices about work is powerful!
– Kiri Basore, Independent Living Specialist - Brainerd !
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Vaccine Safety
-----Information from the CDC indicates
that the US currently has the safest
vaccine supply in its history, with a
safety system that ensures vaccines are
as safe as possible. Vaccine Safety is a
vital part of the nation’s response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Public knowledge
of their safety, both initially and during
extended use is critical to the success of our national vaccination effort.
The CDC’s Immunization Safety Office works to communicate timely and
transparent information about the safety of vaccines to public health
officials, healthcare providers, and the public. By now, many of us have
heard about the pausing of the Johnson & Johnson (J&J) vaccine. Public
health officials have stated that this should not affect the supply of
vaccines for our state, as we did not have many doses of J&J planned at
the time of the announcement.
-----Effective Tuesday, April 13, 2021 the FDA and the CDC have
recommended a pause in the use of the J&J COVID-19 vaccine in an
abundance of caution. The Advisory Committee on Immunization
Practices (ACIP) will hold a second emergency meeting to discuss the J&J
COVID-19 Vaccine on April 23, 2021. If you have received the J&J
COVID-19 Vaccine within the past three weeks who develop severe
headache, abdominal pain, leg pain, or shortness of breath should seek
medical care right away.
-----Vaccine hesitancy may increase due to this information, but the risk
of the J&J vaccine is extremely low, while the risk of getting COVID-19 in
the United States is far higher. So far, the overall risk appears to be
about one case per million vaccinations. But for women 20 to 50, it may
be higher.
-----They aren't the same type of blood clot, nor do they require the
same treatment—but experts say a slight comparison may help people
understand that all medications come with risk. For perspective, here are
some numbers:
1 in 1,000,000: J&J vaccine
1 in 3,000: oral contraceptives
1 in 5: hospitalized COVID-19 patients
If you have any concerns or want more information please give me a call
at 218-262-6675.
– Jake Knaffla, Independent Living Specialist/
Covid Community Coordinator - Hibbing

Summer

is

Great - Safety

is

Necessary!

-----Nothing is better than the sweet
smells of Summer time pulling us off of
our couches for some outdoor
activities! The sun comes out and all we
want to do is get out there and enjoy
it. Sometimes we get so excited we
forget about all the possible risks
associated with Summer. The heat, the
water, and the weather! The weather
can be so unpredictable in
Minnesota! Not everybody knows or
remembers all the risks and safety
measures to take to stay safe in the
Summer. To make sure that everybody
has access to education regarding
Summer safety, we will be holding Summer Safety classes for people
that want to learn or that want a refresher on Summer safety. What’s
really great is that since it’s nice out we can do this training in person
outdoors! The class will be about 90 minutes long covering some basic
Summer safety skills. They will be available in our Hibbing and Duluth
locations in outdoor areas that social distancing can be maintained to
ensure everyone’s safety. Please watch for more details regarding our
Summer Safety class on our Facebook and Twitter pages!
– Laura Letourneau, Independent Living Specialist - Hibbing

Assistive Technology
! elebrated in April
c
-----Governor Waltz proclaimed 4/14 as AT day in Minnesota and "The
day will celebrate the critical role that assistive technology plays in the
lives of people with disabilities". (Click here to see the Proclamation.)
-----What is AT? In a few words, AT is a tool, device or software that
assists individuals work around challenges. AT can be no tech, low tech
or high tech. For example, a straw is an of example no tech AT. An
example of high-tech AT would be a speech to text voice recognition
program such as Dragon Naturally Speaking.
-----Check out the state of Minnesota's STAR Program (System of
Technology to Achieve Results) https://mn.gov/admin/star/
Access North also has an AT Lending Library. We have several devices
low and high tech we can loan to individuals up to 30 days for free like a
library book. This is a way that a person can try AT to find what works
for them.
-----To find out more about our AT program reach out to our IL team and
ask for the AT Specialist!

-----Earlier in April I had the opportunity
to be a presenter at a webinar series
hosted by Arrowhead Area Agency on
Aging, ARDC. This specific webinar focused
on Assistive Technology and featured
Access North and Lighthouse Center for
Vital Living. In my presentation I shared
information about our services, discussed our Assistive Technology
program, and some of the other resources we have available to aging
adults. It was so nice to hear about the Lighthouse Center for Vital
Living from their talented staff and learn about another awesome service
provider in our region.
I loved having the opportunity to share
information about our services as well and
hope it helps us reach more individuals in
need in the Arrowhead region. For this AT
corner, I’ve included some of the items I
featured in my presentation.
For more info, call Chloe at 218-6251400
– Chloe Tralle , Independent Living/AT Specialist - Duluth

NEW Assistive Technology ALERT!
-----We recently received a very generous donation of a Jazzy 1103 Ultra
power chair by Pride Mobility. Jazzy power chairs are built to meet the
needs of everyday people in the real world. The Pride Jazzy 1103 Ultra
Power wheelchair is the ultimate in indoor maneuverability, with great
outdoor performance as well. It comes with a power elevating seat
allowing the user to raise and lower the seat up to 6" while seated, using
the control switch. With a turning radius of just 18 inches, this is a great
chair for tight space operation.
! ive Chloe Tralle a call to learn more! 218-625-1400
G

Walker Pantry a Huge Success!
-----Our Pantry has been increasingly put
to good use since the Covid-19 pandemic
has put stress on our economy. Many folks
have been affected financially. Access
North has been able to help our
communities with these Pantries filled with
items that are used everyday. The items
range from safety items like masks and
hand sanitizer to aluminum foil, soap,
razors, etc. The pantry is located outside
the front door and is unlocked and
available to anyone 24 hours a day/7 days
a week. We restock it during the work
week, so if it is empty, please check back.
-----I have had wonderful responses from
people that are so grateful for this
program. In fact, there was a thank you
note left in the panty for us. We encourage
folks to take what you need but be mindful
of others that need to use it as well.
Personally, I choose keep bags of pantry items in my vehicle for my
consumers that might lack the means of transportation to get to the
Pantry.
– Steve Backholm , Independent Living Specialist - Walker

!Access North would like to give a
heartfelt "Thank You" to those
who have donated to our outdoor
pantries. These donations have
helped us provide essential
supplies at no cost to those most
in need.

5 Tips on How You Can Stay Calm
and Keep Grounded
Keep your Mental Health First during the Pandemic

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

While it is important to stay informed, there are
many things we can do to manage our well-being
during this pandemic as it affects all of us from all
over the world. Sometimes seeing the headlines on
the news are enough to make us feel anxious,
stressed and here are a few suggestions from the
mental health foundation of different things you can
try:
Avoid speculation. Use reputable sources for your information,
having access to good quality information can help you feel more in
control. Try and stick to reputable websites when going online
looking for information.
Stay Calm and connected: Try to keep in touch with friends and
family or even contact a support line for emotional support.
Keeping to your regular routine can help you feel calmer and in
control. Keeping active and ensuring you are eating healthy can act
as a natural mood booster supporting your physical and mental
well-being.
Be kind to yourself and others.
Be mindful of social media, taking a break from social media, being
more mindful of how you access news, and making a conscious
effort’s to only read reputable news sources can help you to
minimize the stress and worry you may be feeling.
Talk to your friends, family and children. Family, friends and
children can be more perceptive than we might think. If we are
feeling overwhelmed, chances are our friends and family and
children may pick up on these signs also.
– Tina Yanez , Qualified Professional - Hibbing

Gardening Options at Access North's
Hibbing and Walker offices
-----Have you been looking for a safe
activity to get you out of the
house? Maybe you’ve been interested in
starting a gardening hobby but don’t have
the resources. Gardening is a good excuse
to get outside and is said to be a stress
reducing hobby because it combines
physical activity with fresh air and
sunlight. At Access North Hibbing and Walker offices we have a great
opportunity for consumers and other members of the community to
participate in a community gardening activity. Whether you are a first
timer and just want to try it out or a seasoned gardener just looking to
get out of the house, you are encouraged to come try your luck with us!
-----At the Access North Hibbing location there are 5 raised gardening
beds that are available for use. In addition to the 5 raised beds we will
be providing all the necessary tools a person needs to create a full and
healthy garden. This includes seeds or seedlings for anything you desire
to plant. Whether it be veggies, herbs, or flowers the rewards are yours
to keep! It’s as easy as signing up and scheduling time to get started!
-----In the Walker office we are currently planting seeds and growing
them in the window until it is time to transplant the seedlings into the
garden. Due to the Covid-19 we are doing this on an individual basis and
not in groups. Our office has 7 individual raised gardens that are
approximately 13 square feet each and 2 ft. high in order to make the
gardens more accessible. Our office will water the gardens for you and
apply Miracle Grow periodically. If you choose to have an organic garden
you certainly have that option as well. Individuals will be responsible for
weeding their own garden. Our goal is to give our consumers an
opportunity to grow fresh vegetables for themselves and perhaps learn a
new skill.
-----The safety of our consumers and community is of the upmost
importance so the gardening beds will be placed at a safe distance to
accommodate safe social distancing and we ask that participants wear
masks if there are people outside of their circle present. We look forward
to having you!
The cost is $0.00 and five gardens
remain so if you would like to reserve a
garden and plant seeds now call our
offices. Reserve your spot in Hibbing
by calling our offices @ 800-3903681 or sending an email to
groups@accessnorth.net.
To begin gardening in Walker call
218-547-2810.

Bird Watching:
! New Hobby during a Pandemic?
A
-----Spring is the perfect season to
become acquainted with birds. If you've
never considered bird watching this might
be the year to start. It is really easy to
start because birds are everywhere! You
don't need any fancy equipment or
bird knowledge. All you need to do is start
looking and listening. When you pay
attention you'll discover...birds are everywhere, EVERYWHERE! In the
city, local parks, on the drive into work, in trees, scratching on the
ground, visiting a feeder, you'll even see them from the comfort of your
home. By the sound of it Minnesota practically becomes a rainforest
during the breeding season. Don't be discouraged if you don't recognize
their names. That's the fun part! Your curiosity will help you to identify
the bird. When you spot a bird, make note of its main characteristics.
The color and size of the bird is a perfect starting point. Then consult
either the internet or a birding book with the main characteristics of the
species you are trying to identify. This will help to narrow down which
birds it could be. It might be tricky at first but soon you'll start
recognizing birds. To get started here is a checklist of Minnesota
bird species. Look them up and familiarize yourself with the species
specific to Minnesota. With over 315 species you won't have any difficulty
seeing or hearing a variety of species each day.
Happy watching and learning about Minnesota birds!

Featured Recipe:
Mama Mancini's Sauce and Sausage
I had a special request to share this
recipe. It's SO easy, yet so flavorful!!
It will quickly become one of your
favorites!
Serve it with a salad for a healthy
meal and enjoy!

• 2 lbs. of Italian sweet sausage,
removed from the casing, cut into
1! pieces.
• Two 28-ounce cans of Italian plum
tomatoes, crushed by hand

•
•
•
•
•

4 cloves of garlic, sliced
1/2 cup sliced onion
2 bay leaves
1 tsp. salt
2 tbs. extra virgin olive oil

In a pot, heat the olive oil and toss in the garlic, onion, and sausage.
Once the sausage is browned add the tomatoes with all the juice and the
salt. Stir everything together, bring to a boil then lower the heat and
simmer un-covered for 45-minutes. Remove the bay leaves.
This is enough sauce for a couple pounds of pasta. Give it a try, I am
telling you, you will LOVE it.
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Take our Survey!
Access North relies on the generosity of our friends, neighbors
and community members. You can now donate to Access North
through the secure PayPal method!

Donate now!
You may also donate In Person/By Mail.
Please make checks payable to Access North and send to:
1309 East 40th Street
Hibbing, MN 55746
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